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Resume
Modelling of vehicle’s motion is one of the solutions applied in the research of
automotive safety. There is always a discussion which model should be used
for computer simulation. Models with higher number of degrees of freedom
require identification of many parameters, which are usually difficult to
obtain. So, very often relatively simple flat model of vehicle’s motion is
applied. It needs only such parameters as mass of a vehicle, location of
centre of gravity from front and rear axle, yaw mass moment of inertia and
side slip characteristics of the front and rear axle. In this paper the upper
mentioned model was applied, considering different side slip characteristics
of the front and rear axle. The scenario of vehicle’s motion was based on
random changes of steering wheel angle during the road test, recording
signals from on-board CAN (Controller Area Network) bus of automobile
simultaneously, which were further applied in simulation.
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1

Introduction

Research on automotive safety is conducted in
a variety of ways. First, it may be investigation of
driver’s influence on the level of traffic safety, estimating
reaction times on different disturbances generated on
the road as mentioned in [1-4]. Moreover, research on
vehicles’ safety is analysed through the approach to
automotive suspension’s modelling, vertical vibrations
of automobile’s body as presented by [5-6], because the
contact between tyres and road should be enough to
transmit tangential forces resulting both from cornering,
driving and braking forces. Vehicle’s motion models are
very sophisticated, including many interactions and
many degrees of freedom, for example [7]. In turn,
advanced tyre models are used, where interactions in
three directions are included together with bending
vibrations inside the tyre’s structure [8]. Some papers
refer to traffic safety through the analysis of postaccident investigation of traffic incidents as presented
by [9]. Because of the vision systems development,
they became helpful in researching vehicles’ motion as
depicted in [10]. Safety of heavy vehicles, for example
firefighting automobiles, is discussed in [11], where the
braking distance is considered. Very interesting approach
can be found in [12], where the road profile estimation
and vehicle model investigation are performed through
the data from mobile devices. Computer simulation
of automobile’s motion is regarded as a cheap method
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of investigating its important properties. Of course, it
must be preceded by the road measurements, applying
suitable measurement equipment. Furthermore,
adequate mathematical model of a vehicle must be
applied. If a model is more sophisticated, it requires
more parameters for identification. Thus, validation
of such a model may be more problematic. Although,
one can estimate some parameters of a model, but it
should be done with relatively low error. Very often,
for the rapid preparation of a simulation, a flat model
of a vehicle, as presented in the article, is used.
Another important issue are road measurement tests,
for which it is necessary to apply adequate measurement
equipment like data acquisition system and sensors. In
this paper, data coming from the CAN (Controller Area
Network) bus of a vehicle through special measurement
card, was applied.

2

Data acquisition system

To be able to compare the measurement and
simulation results, some signals had to be recorded,
which also corresponded to the output signals of a model.
Additionally, steering wheel angle signal and velocity of
a vehicle were input signals of a model, which provided
the basis for comparing the measurement results to the
simulation results. Only velocity of a vehicle was taken
outside the CAN bus. It was collected from simple 10 Hz
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Figure 1 GPS receiver QSTARZ BT-Q818XT 10Hz [13]

Figure 2 CAN bus data acquisition card [14]

Figure 3 Flat model of automobile for description of curvilinear motion of automobile

GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver (see Figure 1).
Other signals, typical for Electronic Stability Program
(ESP), like lateral acceleration, yaw rate sensor and
steering wheel angle, were recorded from the CAN bus
through the special data acquisition measurement card
(see Figure 2). It is important to say that this method
of measurement is not a substitute for the professional
data acquisition systems. The article only shows a new
approach to road tests, applying cheaper measurement
equipment, without necessity to buy new sensors and
mount them inside a vehicle.

3

Mathematical description of vehicle’s
curvilinear motion

As already mentioned in the introduction, simple
flat model of a vehicle (depicted in Figure 3) was applied
in this paper. It included only a few inertial parameters
as mass, its distribution between the front and rear axle,
yaw mass moment of inertia. Of course, to perform the
simulation, it needed two input signals - steering wheel
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angle and velocity of a vehicle. Additionally, it required
an information about the side slip properties of the
front and rear axle. Lateral forces and slip angles of the
left and right part of front and rear axle are included
separately in equilibrium equations of vehicle’s model.
The reason for this is that in the future it is planned to
extend the model by applying the roll and pitch angle
of vehicle body’s motion. It will result in the changes of
normal reaction forces between the road and a wheel,
thus influencing lateral forces connected with side slip
phenomenon.
Here are presented descriptions of symbols used in
Figure 3 where:
Xi, Yi, Zi - (in capitals) reaction forces between left, right
part of front or rear axle;
x, y, z - coordinate system connected with a vehicle;
xi, yi, zi - (small letters) local coordinates’ system of left,
right side of front axle;
ai - side slip angle of left, right side of front or rear axle;
vi - resultant velocity of i-part of a vehicle;
Q - weight of a vehicle;
O - theoretical centre of vehicle’s rotation;
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Figure 4 The time course of the steering wheel angle of investigated vehicle

O’ - real centre of vehicle’s rotation (including side slip
phenomenon);
CG - centre of gravity;
Mbz - yaw torque of inertial resistance;
Fby - inertial lateral force;
} - yaw angle.
The steady-state condition of vehicle’s motion in
longitudinal direction, was assumed, as well. So that,
forces Fbx and For were assumed as equal zero.
Equilibrium equations for the model presented in
Figure 3 are presented below.
Fby = X 1R $ sin d 1R + X 1L $ sin d 1L + Y1R $ cos d 1R +
+ Y1L $ cos d 1L + Y2R + Y2L,

(1)

m $ xo $ ] + m $ yp = X 1R $ sin d 1R + X 1L $ sin d 1L +
+ Y1R $ cos d 1R + Y1L $ cos d 1L + Y2R + Y2L,

(2)

t
- X 1L $ sin d 1L $ l 1 - Y1L $
2
t
t
$ cos d 1L $ l 1 - Y1L $ sin d 1L $ 2 - X 1R $ cos d 1R $ 2 +
- X 1R $ sin d 1R $ l 1 - Y1R $ cos d 1R $ l 1 + Y1R $ sin d 1R $
t
t
t
$ + X 2L $ + Y2L $ l 2 - X 2R $ + Y2R $ l 2,
2
2
2

(3)

t
I z $ ]p = X 1L $ cos d 1L $ - X 1L $ sin d 1L $ l 1 - Y1L $
2
t
t
$ cos d 1L $ l 1 - Y1L $ sin d 1L $ 2 - X 1R $ cos d 1R $ 2 +
- X 1R $ sin d 1R $ l 1 - Y1R $ cos d 1R $ l 1 + Y1R $ sin d 1R $
t
t
t
$ + X 2L $ + Y2L $ l 2 - X 2R $ + Y2R $ l 2 .
2
2
2

(4)

M bz = X 1L $ cos d 1L $
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The inertial data of investigated vehicle (Hyundai
Veloster 1.6 GDI MY2010) are:
mass of automobile m = 1419 kg, distance between
front axle and centre of gravity l1 = 1.089 m, distance
between rear axle and centre of gravity l2 = 1.561 m,
average wheel track t = 1.560 m, average steering system
ratio Ksr = 15.1.
Moment Iz was estimated using the following
formula proposed by Heinz Burg [15] in 1982:
(5)

I Z = 0.1269 $ m $ L $ l 12 .

where: length of automobile L = 4.22 m;
wheelbase l12 = 2.65 m.
After calculation using Equation (5) estimated yaw
mass moment of inertia equals 2013 kg·m2.
Finally, the value of Iz was rounded and assumed as
Iz = 2100 kg·m2.
In further part of the article, values of yaw angular
velocity of automobile, its lateral velocity and lateral
acceleration in the centre of gravity, are presented
in a form of time courses, for random changes of
steering wheel angle. They came both from the road
measurements and simulations, together with steering
wheel angle as the input signal of the mathematical
model, of vehicle’s motion. Additionally, in the case
of lateral acceleration, it had to be filtered via the
Butterworth filter, because of a noisy signal, which came
from the CAN bus. As a result of filtration, harmonic
components, characterized by 7 Hz and higher, were cut
from the signal.
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Figure 5 The time course of the lateral acceleration in the centre of mass of investigated vehicle for the linear side slip
characteristics

First, the signal, which was common both for
measurement and simulation, was the steering wheel
angle. Its recorded time course is presented in Figure 4.
It does not represent any normative road tests, but very
narrow changes of the steering wheel angle. The road
test was performed on Biala Podlaska airport.
Computer simulation of vehicle’s curvilinear motion
was performed for the two different equations describing
the dependence between the lateral force and side slip
angle of front and rear axle. It was done separately for
the left and right side of each axle, because in the future
the authors are planning to introduce more degrees of
freedom in the model, among others the roll and pitch
angle. It will generate changes of normal reaction
forces and hence changes of tangential longitudinal and
transverse forces between the axle and a road surface.
The first Equation (6) is very simplified and includes
very popular approach based on application of cornering
stiffness coefficient K.
(6)

Y = K$a,

where:
Y - lateral reaction force between left or right part of
front or rear axle and road surface,
a - side slip angle of the left or right part of front or rear
axle and road surface;
K - cornering stiffness coefficient;
K1 = 80000 N/rad, K2 = 105000 N/rad.
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The second type of Equation (7), describing the
dependence between the lateral force and side slip angle,
is represented by very popular Pacejka’s Magic Formula
[16] (MF). This non-linear dependence between the
lateral force and side slip angle is important regarding
higher values of the side slip angles, resulting from
higher values of the steering wheel angle. In the case of
the analysed test it was nearing ± 100 degrees.
Y = - n $ Z $ sin ^ C $ arctan ^ B $ a - E $ ^ B $ a +
- arctan ^ B $ a hhhh,

(7)

n = 0.9 .
Here are given values of fitting constants for Magic
Formula Equation (7), separately for front and rear axle:
C1 = 1.1, C2 = 1.1, E1 = -15, E2 = -15, B1 = 6.0, B2 = 10.5.
Negative values of coefficients E1 and E2 are
resulting from the sense of the lateral reaction forces
vectors, acting from the ground on the front and rear
axle.
In the presented version of the MF Equation (7),
influence of the adhesion coefficient between the axle and
a road surface - n is included. Looking at Equation (7),
lateral force Y is associated with normal reaction force
Z. In this case the normal reaction forces are assumed as
constant, but if the roll and pitch motion was unlocked
in the model through adding additional equilibrium
equations, that would assure the characteristics of force
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Figure 6 The time course of the lateral acceleration in the centre of mass of investigated vehicle for the side slip
characteristics described by Pacejka’s Magic Formula

Y as a function of angle a , each characteristics for
different normal reaction force Z.
Figure 5 shows the lateral acceleration of automobile
from measurements and from computer simulation with
application of the most simplified side slip characteristics
(see Equation (6)) - in this case linear. It means that
dependence between the lateral force and side slip
angle, generated by this force, is described only by the
cornering stiffness.
In Figure 6 is depicted the time course of lateral
acceleration of automobile, but for the non-linear side
slip characteristics, defined by the Pacejka’s Magic
Formula - Equation (7). As can be seen, this description
of the dependence between the lateral force and side slip
angle results in better adjustment of the simulation in
comparison to the measurement.
To conclude about the differences between simulation
and measurement results of lateral acceleration, the
following Equation (8) was used.
D i_a y =

a ysim_i - a ymeas_i
$ 100% ,
a ymeas_i

(8)

where:
D i_a y - difference in percentages between the simulated
and measured lateral acceleration for i-point of
simulation;
a ysim_i - simulated lateral acceleration for i-point of
simulation;
a ymeas_i - measured lateral acceleration for i-point of
simulation.
Then, for 14 seconds of simulation the standard
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deviation of the difference D i_a y was calculated. It was
shown below for two different formulas describing the
dependence between lateral force and side slip angle:
• for Equation (6):
v Di_a = 1074% ,
• for Equation (7):
v Di_a = 281% .
y

y

In analogy to the lateral acceleration, in Figure
7 is depicted the time course of yaw angular velocity
of automobile on the background of the yaw velocity
recorded from the CAN bus. In the case of the most
simplified (linear) dependence between the lateral force
and slip angle, values of simulated yaw velocity are a bit
too high compared to the measured values. In the case of
Figure 8, where for the dependence between the lateral
force and a slip angle the Magic Formula was applied,
the simulated course of yaw velocity is a bit below the
measured values.
Like the comparison of simulated and measured
values of lateral acceleration, here are presented the
standard deviations of differences calculated for the yaw
velocity using Equation (9):
D i_]o =

]o sim_i - ]o meas_i
$ 100% ,
]o meas_i

(9)

where:
D i_]o - difference in percentages between simulated and
measured yaw velocity for i-point of simulation;
]o sim_i - simulated yaw velocity for i-point of simulation,
]o meas_i - measured yaw velocity for i-point of simulation.
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Figure 7 The time course of the yaw angular velocity of investigated vehicle for the linear side slip characteristics
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Figure 8 The time course of the yaw angular velocity of investigated vehicle for the side slip characteristics described
by Pacejka’s Magic Formula
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In analogy to the lateral acceleration, for 14 seconds
of simulation the standard deviation of the difference
D i_]o was calculated. It is presented below for the two
different equations of dependence between the lateral
force and a side slip angle:
• - for Equation (6):
v Di_]o = 845% ,
• - for Equation (7):
v Di_]o = 591% .
In the future it is planned to more precisely obtain
all the model’s parameters with the application of an
optimization method like neural networks or random
method like Monte Carlo algorithm. Including more
DOFs (degrees of freedom) in the motion model would
improve the quality of simulation results, but that is
planned in the future. In particular, changes of the
vertical load of the wheels will be performed in the
future works. Moreover, improvement of the model will
be possible because of unlocking roll and pitch motion of
vehicle’s body.

4
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Conclusion

Application of a simple flat model of vehicle’s
curvilinear motion requires relatively low number of
identified parameters. Such a model was applied in this
paper as well as the results of road tests, which came
from recording signals typical for electronic stability
program (ESP). It was done through the special CAN bus
measurement card and own data management-acquisition
software made in LabView environment. Presented
method of the measurement is not an alternative for
dedicated measurement equipment. In the future, the
method of collecting data from the CAN bus should be
compared to simultaneously recorded signals using the
traditional equipment in terms of possible phase shifts
between the individual signals from the CAN bus, which
is dedicated for information interchange between the
electronic modules of a vehicle. However, it is justified
to improve the presented method recording the signals,
which are important if concerning lateral dynamics’
problems of automobiles and automotive safety.
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